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Miss Nelson is Missing
Classroom Discussion Questions:

1. What was the problem with the Miss
Nelson’s class?
Answer: They were very naughty. There were talking and
giggling when they weren’t supposed to. They were rude.
They wouldn’t do their schoolwork.
2. What did Miss Nelson say about the
class’s behavior?
Answer: Something will have to be done!
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3. Who came to teach instead of Miss
Nelson?
Answer: A substitute teacher named Miss Viola Swamp.
She looked really mean, almost like a witch!

4. Did the kids listen to Miss Viola Swamp?
Answer: Yes! They were scared of her because she wasn’t nice at all!

5. How did the kids feel about Miss Nelson now?
Answer: They began to miss her because they realized what a nice teacher she had been. They started looking
for her because they thought she might never come back.
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6. What were some of the terrible things that might have happened to Miss
Nelson?
Answer: Maybe she was eaten by a shark. Maybe she went to Mars. Maybe her car was carried off by a swarm
of angry butterflies! Were these ideas realistic?
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7. Just when the kids had given up hope of Miss Nelson ever coming back,
what happened?
Answer: Miss Nelson came back! The kids were so surprised! They told her that they had missed her.
8. Were the kids naughty again?
Answer: No! They had learned their lesson. They were very well behaved for Miss Nelson.
9. A few clues are given about where Miss Nelson had gone and where Miss
Viola Swamp had come from. Can you put the clues together?
Answer: Notice the black dress, shoes, and wig in the closet. Notice the eyelashes, fake nose, and black lipstick
by the dresser. Maybe Miss Nelson dressed up and pretended to be Miss Viola Swamp to scare her class into
behaving well!
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“Maybe Something Terrible Happened to Miss Nelson!”
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Maybe Miss Nelson’s car was carried
off by swarm of angry butterflies!
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Maybe Miss Nelson went to Mars!
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Cut and glue the ideas the students had about what happened to Miss Nelson.
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I read the book:

Color this crown. Then, cut it out and staple it together to fit around your head.

SimThat’s my little secret!
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Story Crown

Tape or staple edges
together to make the crown fit.
Tape or staple edges
together to make the crown fit.

Label The Parts Of A Book
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Cut out the labels and glue in the correct box. Color
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Finish the Words From The Story
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Cut out the letters and glue them in the right place to make a real word from the story.
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Cut out these
letters
and glue them to
make words
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FIRST:
All the kids in Miss Nelson’s class were
very naughty.
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NEXT:
The next day, a substitute teacher named
Miss Viola Swamp came to teach.
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THEN:
The kids missed Miss Nelson and looked
for her.
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LAST:
Finally Miss Nelson came back!
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What Did Miss Nelson Use To
Dress Up?

